See what Savanna has to offer.
Architecture

Vibrant architecture gives Savanna an exciting, urban feel. A broad
mix of housing styles will be unified by common design elements, for
a character and lifestyle that matches the uniqueness of our residents
and a shared aesthetic that shapes Savanna for years to come.

A Sense of Place

The planned Urban Commercial Centre will be the heart of
Savanna, providing a unique central hub where residential, retail
and commercial services come together. It will give the community
a place to work, live, and socialize.

Established

With the surrounding neighbourhoods of Saddle Ridge already
established and flourishing, all of the amenities you need are just
minutes away, including schools and rec centres. Saddletowne
provides a world of shopping and transit options that connect
Savanna to the rest of the northeast, and the rest of Calgary.

Accessibility

With quick access to Stoney Trail, Métis Trail and Deerfoot,
Savanna gives you access to major thoroughfares that connect
you to the rest of the city. The Saddletowne LRT station and several
existing bus lines are less than 1 kilometre from the community,
and an even closer LRT station is planned for the future.

Savanna is where quality meets convenience in the neighbourhood you
already know and love. Here in the new northeast, you will feel a sense
of connectivity that brings everything you cherish to your doorstep.
Find out more at SavannaLiving.ca
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Catholic Schools

Phone: (403) 500 - 2000
Email: inquiries@cssd.ab.ca

11 St. John Paul II (K-6, Bilingual Spanish)
12 Light of Christ (K-9)
13 St. Rose of Lima (K-9, French Immersion)

14 St. John XXIII (7-9, Bilingual Spanish)

15 Bishop McNally (10-12, Spanish Bilingual,

Public Schools
Phone: (403) 817 - 4000

18 Hugh A. Bennett School (K-4)
19 Saddle Ridge School (K-4)
20 Peter Lougheed School (5-9)
21 Colonel Macloed (5-9)

22 Nelson Mandela High School (10-12)

Extended French)
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16 Deerfoot City

17 Castleridge Plaza
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